cockatoo MASK

mask-making steps

1. Print out the cockatoo mask and beak outlines. Cut out the shapes and place onto cardboard, trace around each shape (using a black cardboard for the beak). Cut out solid lines and fold on dotted lines. Staple beak to mask, curving to create a 3D effect.

2. Cut slits into the crepe paper, so it is frayed, creating a feathery look. Glue the crepe paper in layers to cover mask.

3. Make the cockatoo’s crest or yellow feather by cutting and feathering a longer piece of the crepe paper. Staple onto the top of the cockatoo mask.

4. Attach string or ribbon to either side of the mask with staples.
mask-making steps

1. Print out galah mask and beak outlines. Cut out each shapes and place onto cardboard, trace around each shape (use yellow cardboard for the beak). Cut out solid lines and fold on dotted lines. Staple beak to mask, curving to create a 3D effect.

2. Cut slits into the crepe paper, so it is frayed, creating a feathery look. Glue the crepe paper in layers to cover mask. We used pink and grey colours.

3. Attach string or ribbon to either side of the mask with staples.
**rosella MASK**

**mask-making steps**

1. Print out the rosella mask and beak outlines. Cut out the shapes and place onto cardboard, trace around each shape. Cut out solid lines and fold on dotted lines. Staple beak to mask, allowing it to curve to create a 3D effect.

2. Cut slits into the crepe paper, so it is frayed, creating a feathery look. Glue the crepe paper in layers to cover mask. We used red, black and green colours.

3. Attach string or ribbon to either side of the mask with staples.